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A NOVEL 3I LEVEL CASCADED H- BRIDGE
INVERTER

-4rsrracr- Multilcvcl convertcr is the high-tech tcchnolog)
for high pow€r medium voltagc applications.Inverters ire made
up off power electronic devices lhat convert DC quantitl into
AC qurrtity, Rut these devices han'est non-sinusoidal signel
llld this sign.l holds harmonics. So rs to overcome this problem
a mul(ilevel i[verter especielly in our case we hive dereloped a

cascaded multilevel inverter (CMLI) topologr io 3l-level. Wc
ha}e drrfted the recommendcd iDvcrter topology rrith the
minimum switch count rnd lower lotrl hrnDonic distortion
ITTIDI

Keywords- Multiler'el convcrter. hrrmoDics, CMI-I. THD

I.INTRoDUCTIoN

Thc concept ofmultilevcl inverter is a tending concept in
thc ficld of power convertcrs. Many researchers start doing
their wort in this area bccause ofthe futurc scope in industries.
It also has a vital role in power electonic drives applications
without which the world cannot be driven forward. Also the
academiciaDs show their interest and initiate their cffon in
multilevel inverter. Though it is not available that much in the
market it is sprouting in various fields day by day. It spreads
it branches with awful advancements. Initially there were two
types of multilevel cotrverters. L Cascaded H Bridge
converter 2. Neutal Point Clamped (NPC) converter. Most
reccntly another type called modular multi-level converter
(MMC) came into picture . MLCs are used mainly in medium
voltage, high voltage and high power applications. Cascaded
H Bridge (CHB) converter Neutral Point Clamped (NPC)
converter bth are used in medium voltage level. CHB
converter is also used in high voltage lwel like STATCOM in
transmission systems. MMCS are mostly used in tryDC
applications. They are also introduced in the market in motor
drive applications in the lower voltage lcvcl.

One of lhe main applications of the Multilevel Converter
(MLC) is motor drive applications where they can produce

highly sinusoidal voltage at medium or high voltage range by
using many low voltage reliable power devices that are

working togcther.

lnitially the development of any power semiconductor
devices begins with the low voltage level. For example, wher
the IGBT was introduced in the market, its voltage rating was

600V. Than subsequently the voltage capability ofthe devicc
was increased. Now the voltage rating of the IGBT is around

6500V. Since the lower voltage level devices werc ir practice,

thc researches and engineers had the better understanding of
thc properties of the low voltage devices rather tban a very
high voltage devices. The low voltage power devices werc
more familiar in concemed with the operation of the device

and the design of lhe gate driver circuit etc. The 600V IGBTs
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are very popular than 6500V IGBTs. So. low voltage device
is better choicc for mass production. So pres€nt rnultilcvel
convertcrs with very high voltage can be devclopcd by using
many ofthese low voltage devices that are workitlg together.
This is one of the primary reasons for the multilevel invcrter
to become popular.

Additionally, with the usage of multilcvel converrerc,
fillers can be reduced or climinated. Medium voltage
generally starts from 2.3 kV to 33kV beyond which it is said
to be the high voltage. So multilevel cortverters arc very
popular in tbis range. Power range may be several MW to
several hundreds of MW. MMCs are very popular for tryDC
applications where the voltage range is fiom sweral hundreds
of kW to cw.

Apart fiom the usage of low voltage devices and the
elimiaation of filter size, the other advantages of multilevel
converter are high modularity by which many identical ratcd
devices can be used. redundancy ard fault tolerant capacity,
Multilevel converter can be operated even when some of the
modules are bypasscd. This is very advantageous feature.
Consider a casc, where a huge amount of devices in the
multilevel inverter are used and thsr€ is a fault in one devicc-
thqr the whole converter should be shut down. Then it is not
very advantageous. It is not good design. So with fault tolerant
capacity the faulty module can be b5passed and the converter
can be nrn. The technologies for multilevel converter are
matured. They are commercially produced by different
manufacturers for different applications like oil & gas,

renewables, transport etc. u l .

Multilevel inverter is gowing significantly a fascinating
option in numerous con'rmercial applications like oil power
plant gas power plant and power quality deviccs, etc. In
1990s, several researchcrs started to show more interests on
multilevel converters and expressed their ideas in techaical
papers. Nevertheless, the concept of MLC actually had
already slartcd its groeth in 1979 and 1983 iself. The main
tactical pupose ofa multilevel inverter is to integratc a sine
wave output voltage from multilevel voltage. The domitrant
issue with multilevel inverter is the widespread harmonics
contained in the ouFut voltage waveform. It is because of thc
character of the multilevel inverter perfomance. But the
integrated output waveform absolutely imitates a Pur€ sine
wave obtained from a multiple cascaded square waves.

The amount of THD in the output waveform is quite the
opposite to the count ofoutput voltage levels. So, to lower the
TIID ofthe output wavefoml, the output voltage levels must
be enlarged. But to enlarge the output voltage levels. mainly
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